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GWA To Be Carbon 

Neutral by 2050  -Tailspinner  
 

Eagle River, WI   GWA Organizer Buck 

Tailspinner interrupted the Tuesday 

happy hour at Pike’s Pine Isle to lay out 

his vision for GWA in the future. 

 

“It’s a big stretch goal,” acknowledged 

Tailspinner, while sipping on a Leinie’s 

Original. “But I really think that the 

Leinie’s Guys can save the planet if they 

get on board. Our goal is to be carbon 

neutral by GWA-2050.” 

 

“The way Washington is throwing 

money around, if Joey B. catches wind 

of this I wouldn’t be surprised to see a 

couple million come floating into the 

GWA coffers,” explained Tailspinner. 

“And I’d expect Tony Evers to chip in a 

few grand too.” 

 

 
Bar patrons react enthusiastically to Tailspinner’s 

announcement. 

 

 

“Yup, I figure if GWA starts going green 

there’ll be all sorts of people looking to 

chip in. With inflation running rampant 

and all of the Leinie’s Guys on fixed 

incomes, we’ll need all the help we can 

get to keep this thing going,” assessed 

Tailspinner. 

 

The Leinie’s Guys reaction to the 

announcement was mixed. 

 

“I guess I could dial back the amount of 

beans that I put in my chili if that helps,” 

offered up Leinie’s Guy Jackson Alters. 

 

“We could all take a couple tablets of 

Beano with our morning coffee,” 

suggested Camp Safety Director Mikey 

Bishop. “That should cut down of some 

of the emissions.” 

 

“I’m thinking that we’ll all be dead by 

then,” assessed Camp Science Officer JJ 

Henry. “I guess that would make us 

pretty carbon neutral.” 

 

“I’ve been working on a design for a 

pedal powered pontoon boat,” stated 

Leinie’s Guy Deano Radke. “It’ll kind of 

be like one of those pedal bars, but on a  



Carbon Neutral (cont…) 
pontoon. That should help. It’ll have 

swivel stools, so the guys can all pedal 

and drink at the bar and then just spin 

around and fish when we get to the 

spot.” 

 

“If we had to, we could all just fish from 

shore,” nodded Leinie’s Guy Keet 

Moericke. “I know a spot down by the 

Manitowish that can be good…that is if 

there aren’t any trolls there.” 

 

“I’m getting a new boat and it’s gonna 

have a gas engine, a big one,” grunted 

Leinie’s Guy Lard Krueger. “I’ll plant a 

tree or something to make up for it.” 

 

Always the voice of reason, Leinie’s 

Guy Puck Johnson pointed out, “That 

gives us some time.” 

 

Campfire Chat Series 

To Continue - Henry 
 

Wausau, WI  Campfire Chat Series 

Coordinator Joe ‘JJ’ Henry on Friday 

announced that the popular series would 

once again be featured at GWA-2023. 

 

“What the hell else are we gonna do 

when we’re sitting around the 

campfire?” posed Henry. “We might as 

well just keep it going.” 

 

“I’m going to need all of the guys to get 

in touch with me and let me know their 

topics so I can get everything ready,” 

admonished Henry. “It’s not like I can 

just throw this together at the last 

minute, you know.” 

 

Gentlemen, please get your presentations 

in order and let JJ know what you’ll 

need as far as sound systems, lighting, 

and seating. 

 

They Really Said It 
(Quotes from GWA-2022) 

 

“They’ve all seen my dick.” 
-Puck, regarding the fact that the Point guys in the 
neighboring campsite bring women to camp 

 

“If I don’t lift up a little bit, it doesn’t 

come out.” 
-Lard, after a loud fart 

 

“I don’t like hackers. They’re not good 

people.” 
-Lard 

 

“Deano, I need your stuff again.” 
-Mikey 

 

“We should be in the musky sucker 

business. It’s better than Bitcoin!” 
-Puck 

 

“What is the plural of sasquatch?” 
-Puck 

 

My bag is perfect. I’m really happy with 

my bag.” 
-Puck, referring to his sleeping bags performance in the 

camper 

 

“The shitter by the beach is luxurious.” 
-Lard 

 

“Not much solid going on, but stuff is 

coming out.” 
-Mikey 

 

“Eight grown men walking around camp 

looking for the missing baba.” 
-Joe 

 

Conversation: 

Mikey: “Wolfe, what’s the thing you’re 

most afraid of with your upcoming kid?” 

Wolfe: “That the baby won’t latch and 

I’ll have to wake up at night to feed him 

formula.” 

Mikey: “Put some sugar on her nipples.” 

 

 

 



Buck Shots… 
Holy crap, we’re only 55 days and two 

feet of ice away from launching boats at 

GWA-2023! 

 

As your bladders start to spasm and your 

sphincters start to pucker, try to stay 

calm and get your gear in order. Fishing 

licenses expire March 31…get on it. 

 

The 39th annual Great Walleye Assault is 

cresting the horizon!  Let’s get crankin’! 

 

      - Buck 
Buck Tailspinner 

 

Where it all began… 

 
Original GWA Charter Members: Keet Moericke, JJ 

Henry, Lard Krueger 

 

 
 

 

 
GWA-2023 

 May 11-21 at the Big Lake Campground 

BE THERE!!! 
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Terror Alert Status: 
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